Books by African Novelists

*Things Fall Apart* by Chinua Achebe (Nigeria)

*Americanah: A Novel* by Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie

*Blackass: A Novel* by Igoni A. Barrett

*The Book of Memory* by Petina Gappah (Zimbabwe)

*Homegoing: A Novel* by Yaa Gyasi (Ghana)

*Love Is Power, or Something Like That: Stories* by A. Igoni Barrett (Nigeria)

*And After Many Days* by Jowhor Ile (Nigeria)

*Whitefly: A Novel* by Abdelilah Hamdouchi (Morocco)

*The Happy Marriage: A Novel* by Tahar Ben Jelloun

*All Our Names: A Novel* by Dinaw Mengestu (Ethiopia)

*Gabriel Okara: Collected Poems (African Poetry Book)*

*What’s Not Yours Is Not Your; Stories* by Helen Oyeyemi (Nigeria)